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00:22:53 Paola Pinillos: Please send me more information on getting certifications. 
00:33:07 Melissa Prober: Can you post a link to the workbook or resend along with the recording after the program? 
00:34:46 Tammy Tilzey: https://info.foundant.com/rs/356-VHW-319/images/TheLogicModel-ChangeMap-Wkbk.pdf 
00:36:15 Tammy Tilzey: Here is the link to the discussion from today’s webinar: https://community.foundant.com/Grantseekers_Nonprofits/discussion/1139/logic-models-love-em-or-hate-
em-lets-talk#latest 
00:56:50 Mike Donnellan: yes.  a "successful" solution is conditioned by the problem definition.  if dollars are the problem, moving the qualifying income down is a wonderful solution.  if people 
who need help are the problem, not so much maybe.  we're all familiar with superficially successful solutions that are completely horrible in their human details. 
00:56:54 Whitney Dwyer: I recently had a funder tell me when they used "activities" and "outcomes" interchangeably :-| 
01:04:59 Kate Clavijo: Here is an example from a project we are working on- 100% of PCF Scholars will graduate or transfer in under 4 years. 
01:06:17 Laura Rattner: Theory of Change: what is the rational that the work we’re doing will give specific results 
01:06:25 Kate Clavijo: theory of change and logic models are terms that can be used interchangeably. I hope it is OK I jump in.  I love this stuff! 
01:06:51 Emmanuel Ojameruaye: In international development, some donors (from UK) require a "logical framework" table while others (USAID) require a "Results Framework and PMP". The 
logic model looks like  a simplified version of the logical framework and results framework. 
01:09:09 Terry Gromala: 1,2,3  same, 
01:09:32 Patrina Pelton-Smith: @Katie: Do they understand the need for data collection?  When I explained that funding was driven by our data, and how the collection drives that process, 
there was a 100% increase in data collection. 
01:10:08 Rebecca Storrow: Theory of change is not the same as a logic model. The logic model is linear and western based. there re theories of change that are cyclical and other. They include 
feedback loops for example. 
01:11:09 Rebecca Crump: Theories of Change illustrate why you think the change will occur - research, practices, assumptions... Logic Models just illustrate the what 
01:18:51 Lori Call: I like your Outcomes/Impacts because it takes the requirement for "measurements" to more of a "specific produce" concept. I tend to think of measurements as numbers! 
01:19:22 Rosangela Rodriguez-Watkins: I was just going to say can we start from right to left 
01:19:52 Ahmed Ibrahim: Why did you flip the logic model? What is the logic behind flipping it? 
01:19:54 Lauren Augusta: Ooh, I like this flipped model much better 
01:20:11 Yvonne White-Morey: love this! 
01:20:14 Ahmed Ibrahim: Is flipping it just visual? Or is there another reason? 
01:20:45 Ahmed Ibrahim: It is unconventional to have it flipped and can cause confusion! What do you think? 
01:23:08 Julie Assel: @Ahmed - I think if you have good labeling, people can find everything without any problem. I have seen logic models go left to right, bottom to top, and even with 
arrows that have people go from upper left down then to the right, and then back up. 
01:25:54 Ahmed Ibrahim: @Julie Thanks for the input. The question is: is it still a personal preference to have it flipped, or is there a cognitive reason; ie. People understand the model better if it 
is vertical vs. horizontal? 
01:26:08 Sally Everson: Just joined late - but I wonder about aligning resources who are required but do not contribute directly to an activity - in other words indirect costs such as support 
staff. These are typically not funded but are critical 
01:26:19 Lauren Augusta: Do funders like to see infographics/logic models w/in grant applications? 
01:26:29 Janis Wasserman: Please repeat the elements in the Theory of Change.  This is the first time I have ever heard a clear explanation. 
01:27:49 Tori Davidson-Ladd: @Ahmed Maybe flipping it depends on the funder or organization you are proposing to. Or how the proposal can best grasp and keep the attention of the 
funders. I see it as both- preference of yourself or the funder 
01:28:43 Whitney Dwyer: @Lauren - depends on the funder 
01:29:17 Christine Ruddy: Do you only use Logic Models when funder specifically asks for one? Or submit one proactively? 
01:30:08 Pamela Thomas: We do a logic model before writing a proposal. It helps us ensure we have all the "parts in place" before starting to write. 
01:30:09 Lisa Yunek: sometimes when it is required - the funder provides the general logic model. 
01:30:11 Whitney Dwyer: Personally, I use logic models with every grant proposal, whether the funder asks for them or not. They are super helpful for me as the grant writer and for the 
project/program staff to jumpstart the narrative. 
01:30:24 Cheryl Moeller: I am very interested in knowing how people create the logic models, what software have you used? Any you recommend you don't use? That is the intimidating part to 
me. I have no idea how to create those boxes and arrows. That is the part I hate about Logic Models....I understand the content, as I report on outcomes and outputs all of the time. 
01:30:44 Tammy Tilzey: Yes Whitney - I have heard that from so many grant professionals. It is helpful even if it isn't required. 



01:30:47 Camille Ricks: Ive only submitted logic models when asked but something to consider. 
01:31:21 Whitney Dwyer: @Cheryl - just make a table in Word or there is "Smart Art" in Word to create a logic model graphic. 
01:32:06 Pamela Thomas: I've used Word, Publisher, Excel to create my own logic model tables/graphics. It depends on the subject matter. I'm a geek and a control freak and want everything 
just so. :) 
01:32:16 Yvonne White-Morey: how do you evaluate short term, intermediate and long term change in this model method 
01:32:20 Camille Ricks: Ive only submitted logic models when asked but something to consider. Looks like it can be helpful in the writing process as well. 
01:32:46 Karriem Edwards: this is awesome and should be a college course. 
01:33:06 Camille Ricks: program for making an organizational chart may be helpful too. 
01:33:31 Whitney Dwyer: You can also create org charts in Word using Smart Art - not fancy, but works 
01:33:37 Julia Kranzthor: @cheryl - I like to use Canva, but I always have a “blueprint” on a pad of paper so I can visualize it before I start 
01:34:47 Cheryl Moeller: Anyone create a Logic Model with just words that they are happy with ?  (No boxes, arrows, etc.) Or do we need this physical representation to create a Logic Model? 
01:34:49 Lisa Yunek: In federal grants, it really is just tables in excel 
01:35:18 Yvonne White-Morey: Do you submit logic model with all proposal whether requested or not? 
01:36:12 Monica Wizgird: yes! 
01:36:15 Lori Call: Very helpful! 
01:36:21 Pamela Thomas: I would use google images so you can see examples of logic models that don't have boxes, arrows, etc. It's possible, but not necessarily visually clear. 
01:36:31 Robin Simpson: Super helpful- thank you!!! 
01:36:42 Sally Everson: I definitely need to prepare these for all our programs and projects we are developing for funding. 
01:37:05 Tammy Tilzey: Thank you so much for everyone sharing what they use. That is helpful. 
01:37:06 Kelly Kennedy: That collaborative logic model could also  
apply to staff and depts within an organization 
01:37:07 Kristan Knapp: Thank you so much Maryn! You are a brilliant teacher. 
01:37:11 jackie green august: This training was amazing. Thank you for clarifying my thinking and work. 
01:37:15 Lisa Yunek: She is a great trainer!! 
01:37:16 Mike Donnellan: Re drawing your models: PowerPoint works well for me, of course you have to pay for it.  There are free programs like InkScape that would work but the learning curve 
is steeper, at least for me. 
01:37:19 Kirsty Burkhart: What an incredibly informative and practical webinar! Thank you so much 
01:37:23 Karen Lampert: Best analysis, explanation, break down, easy to swallow understanding of Logic Models I've had.  Thank you!! 
01:37:24 Ahmed Ibrahim: Can I contribute a piece of useful knowledge that I teach about logic models? 
01:38:26 Mike Donnellan: Agreed.  Great session all around.  So glad to find application in the grant space for this approach. 
01:38:26 Lola West: This was an excellent webinar. Thank you for sharing your knowledge with us! 
01:38:32 Tammy Tilzey: https://go.grantsmagic.org/blueprint-gh 
01:38:35 Joyce Dunn: very informative on many levels 
01:38:39 Lisa Yunek: Maryn is great! 
01:38:44 Kristin Loheyde: This was a fantastic training. Thank you. 
01:39:04 Sally Ellwein: I need to jump off, but thanks SO much for this training! Fantastic! You've changed my mind about logic models (in a good way) :) 
01:39:07 Mara Ohorodnik: thank you all so much, this was fantastic. Excellent examples and explanations 
01:39:08 Jacqueline Callery: All your arrows lined up! Great session Maryn! 
01:39:16 Tammy Tilzey: Here is the link for the discount Maryn is talking about: https://go.grantsmagic.org/blueprint-gh 
01:40:18 Tammy Tilzey: Maryn@GrantsMagic.org is Maryn's email 
01:40:30 Tammy Tilzey: Here is the link to the discussion from today’s webinar: https://community.foundant.com/Grantseekers_Nonprofits/discussion/1139/logic-models-love-em-or-hate-
em-lets-talk#latest 
01:44:13 Monica Wizgird: can someone restate some of the best tools/software listed for making these? 
01:45:15 Stephanie Davison: I feel like the Theory of Change is the link between your strategies and the ideal and doesn't necessarily have the in-between steps. 
01:45:21 Lisa Yunek: simple tables, power point shapes, basic word shapes, smart chart basic in woes 
01:49:21 Lisa Dillon: Connect the development of a Strategic Plan to the impact of developing a Logic Model! 
01:51:49 Monica Wizgird: the photo with the stickies on a big board for team collab is a GREAT TIP 
01:52:02 Mike Donnellan: Google offers Drawings, free, simple.  https://docs.google.com/drawings/   Great advice to draw it on paper first Maryn! 
01:52:04 Monica Wizgird: also for a perfectionist like me, thanks for saying that we should make a mess at first 



01:52:47 Annette Price: We love Jamboard 
01:53:07 Kelly Kennedy: Jam board great tip! 
01:54:24 Jeffrey LaPointe: I don't know if this computer tool includes Logic Model capabilities or not, but there was a software named "EdgeDraw" or "EdgeMax" or something like that (not sure 
I recall the name correctly). This software had a wide variety of visual tools. 
01:55:49 Scott lacasse: Point K is one I have used https://www.innonet.org/news-insights/resources/point-k-logic-model-builder/ 
01:56:21 Beth Pfohl: Tammy, will attendees receive information regarding obtaining GPC CPEs for this session? Thank you. 
01:58:48 Tammy Tilzey: Learn more about the Grant Professional Certified (GPC) credential here: https://www.grantcredential.org/ 
01:59:32 Robert Bill: The US Department of Education is increasingly requiring logic models to "illustrate" a theory of change. 
02:00:05 Michael Jones: I have not had a grant application that did not require a logic model. 
02:00:13 Tammy Tilzey: Future Grantseeker Educational webinars can be found here: https://grantseekers.foundant.com/events/ 
Past webinars are found here: https://resources.foundant.com/education-webinars-for-grantseekers 
02:01:26 Robert Bill: Where required, the power of a good logic model is invaluable. You can nearly guarantee reviewers will look at it. 
02:03:17 Jim Hukari: There are few trainers and knowledge-able and skilled as Maryn!!  Training was excellent. Thank you 
02:03:37 Rebecca Cover: The output is that the cookie is eaten. The outcome is that the eater feels satisfaction/enjoyment. 
02:03:41 Lisa Dillon: I want to encourage attendees to sign up for GrantMagicsU blueprint (10 week course)  You will not regret it! Well worth your time and reasonable cost!  Don't miss 
out! 
02:04:03 Monica Wizgird: @Robert hahaha 
02:04:31 Jonathan Williams: This was a very clear training!  THANKS, thanks, thanks! 
02:05:24 Lisa Dillon: Thank you for the permission to understand that the process is messy and that is good!  Thank you, Maryn . . . you are so incredible and I value your experience, 
insights and presentation style!! Lisa 


